
PROTECTING OUR JEWISH COMMUNITY

CST Annual Dinner 2017
1,000 guests attended the CST Annual Dinner, including donors, politicians, Police 

and Jewish communal partners. CST was proud to host the Home Secretary, 

Amber Rudd MP, as the keynote speaker.

CST Antisemitic Incidents Report 2016 released
The Antisemitic Incidents Report 2016 shows a record high number of incidents. 

The report gives a detailed explanation of this. 

READ MORE

CST VIDEOS

CST IN THE NEWS

JANUARY

28 news items
FEBRUARY

141 news items
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READ MORE

CST Annual Review 2016
CST released the Annual Review 2016 this month. Find out more about how CST 

has been protecting our Jewish community and fighting antisemitism.

READ MORE

What unites the cheerleaders of Trump and Corbyn?
CST’s Dr Dave Rich article, first published in the Jewish News, explores the denial 

and deflection of antisemitism in Britain and the USA.

READ MORE

Steven Bannon on the Fascism-Nationalism spectrum
CST’s Dr Dave Rich discusses the ideology that Steve Bannon, Donald Trump’s new 

Chief Strategist, has brought to the White House.

READ MORE

Police officer given ability to move again
CST was delighted to host former Police Officer, Nicki Donnelly, with The Gerald 

Ronson Family Foundation and ReWalk for a special presentation of Nicki’s 

exeskeleton. READ MORE

David Icke’s ages old New Age antisemitism
CST has been monitoring conspiracy theorist David Icke for several years. His 

current “Worldwide Wakeup” tour focuses on “Rothschild Zionism”. Why are 

crowds driven to this 12 hour hate fest? READ MORE

Antisemitic leaflets found at UK Universities
CST worked closely with Police and student representatives following reports 

of antisemitic leaflets and graffiti at Glasgow, Cambridge, UCL and Edinburgh 

universities. READ MORE

Sweeping antisemitism under the carpet
Al Jazeera broadcast a programme called ‘The Lobby’. The Labour Representation 

committee then published an article including antisemitic conspiracy talk. Why has 

there been no action? READ MORE

CST supporting victims of antisemitism in Barnet
CST responded to reports of several incidents in the Edgware and Mill Hill areas of 

Barnet over one weekend in January. CST worked with the victims and assisted the 

Police with their investigations. READ MORE

Holocaust Memorial Day 2017
Holocaust Memorial Day 2017 looked at the question of ‘How can life go on?’.  

CST explores this question and how the Holocaust is a reminder of what hatred  

can lead to. READ MORE

18 times Iran has targeted Jews or Israelis
As Haider Syed Mustafa goes on trial accused of collecting information on Jewish 

and Israeli targets for Iran, CST analyses Iranian targeting of Jews and Israeli across 

the globe. READ MORE
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